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Abstract: Recently, crowdfunding has become a popular e-commerce model based on web 2.0
platforms for fundraisers to collect funding from a large group of supporters using the Internet.
However, many projects failed to reach their funding targets. Despite the growing interest of
academic researchers and e-commerce professionals in identifying drivers of crowdfunding success,
important factors like competition and incentive design have not received much attention in prior
research. In this study we aim to fill this gap by investigating the impact of competition and incentive
design on the performance of crowdfunding projects. Drawing upon literature of entrepreneurship,
we develop a research model involving key factors such as competition intensity and the number
of reward levels. Using real data of 209 independent movie projects of an online crowdfunding
platform, we test the proposed hypotheses of the impact of competition and incentive design on
crowdfunding success. Our results show that competition plays a significant role in crowdfunding
performance. The higher competition pressure is, the lower performance of crowdfunding projects
will be. We also find that factors such as the number of reward levels and the plan of attending movie
festivals are essential to the success of crowdfunding projects, but the funding level of getting the top
reward does not exert a significant impact. Our study contributes to the e-commerce literature by
further exploring the mechanism of crowdfunding success with theoretical explanation and empirical
evidence. Researchers and professionals can apply our theoretical findings regarding competition and
incentive design in other e-commerce platforms. Furthermore, our results provide useful managerial
insights and operational policies for project founders and managers of crowdfunding platforms.
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1. Introduction
One of the most critical challenges new ventures face is lack of financing and attention [1–3]. Advances in information technology have created other alternatives such as web
2.0 based crowdfunding platforms for new ventures to raise capital. Crowdfunding can
be defined as “the efforts by entrepreneurial individual and groups—cultural, social and
for-profit—to fund their ventures by drawing relatively small contribution from a relatively
large group of individuals using the Internet, without standard financial intermediaries” [4].
In recent years, crowdfunding has witnessed a rapid growth. According to a recent industry report from Technivio, the crowdfunding market is expected to reach USD 89.72 billion
from 2018 to 2022 [5]. Several reasons might explain the quick development and spread of
this new model of funding. First, crowdfunding enables entrepreneurs, especially those
who may not be eligible for traditional funding due to uncertainty of future revenue or
lack of experience, to finance their creative projects [6,7]. Second, crowdfunding helps
entrepreneurs to get funded without going through the lengthy procedure of applying for
financial investment from banks and financial agencies [1,2]. Third, crowdfunding project
founders can have more flexibility in their funding process while being accountable to
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the community [8]. For example, they can decide what information to provide, when to
launch their crowdfunding projects, how to design their projects, and how to promote
them to attract funding from online crowdfunding platforms. Lastly, stories of successful
crowdfunding have attracted continuous attention and participation from entrepreneurs
of all kinds [9]. For example, several crowdfunding projects have become successful
companies [10].
While major crowdfunding platforms such as Kickstarter, Indiegogo, and GoFundMe
can easily incorporate thousands of crowdfunding projects and funders every day, many
projects fail to meet their funding targets in time. It is estimated that the overall failure
rate of crowdfunding projects is around 40% [11]. According to Mollick’s exploratory
study on Kickstarter, the success rate of crowdfunding projects in Kickstarter is 44.7% [4].
Naturally, one major goal of current academic researchers and professionals is to identify
determinants of crowdfunding success. Relevant studies in this line of research have
analyzed factors ranging from the role of reward-based crowdfunding model [12], network
of project founders [4,13], experience of project founders [14], updates of projects during the
crowdfunding duration [15,16], language used to describe the project [17], the role of social
identity [18], social capital of project founders [19,20], the role of local community [21],
project founders’ empowering the community [22,23], location of the project [24], gender
of project founders [25], etc.
While these studies offer important insights into the determinants of crowdfunding
success, the mechanism of crowdfunding success is still not well understood [21]. Drawing
upon literature of entrepreneurship, we argue that competition and incentive design are key
factors for crowdfunding success yet receive little research attention. Therefore, we extend
the conceptual framework of crowdfunding success by further exploring the new dimension of these factors. Previous studies show that competition has a significant impact on
entrepreneurs such as influencing their strategy of entering and exiting the market [26,27].
Intense competition will reduce the entrepreneurs’ ability of getting resources [28] and
reaching their goals [29]. Competition exerts a similar effect on performance of crowdfunding projects because all projects are open to funders in the platform [4,30]. Since resources
(financial funding) are always limited, more funding for one project often means less
funding for other projects. Therefore, similar to e-commerce practice in which sellers try to
engage potential customers, project founders compete to “sell” their projects to potential
funders in the crowdfunding process. Promotion of crowdfunding projects might take
place outside the crowdfunding platform, such as through other online methods as well
as the offline environment [31,32]. In addition, entrepreneurs find that incentives can be
a critical factor to involve donators, employees, and the public for new ventures [33–35].
Funders of reward-based crowdfunding projects often receive only non-monetary rewards
such as pre-order products or services with earlier delivery or better price [36]. This is
different from equity-based crowdfunding whose funders can get monetary income such as
a share of the invested company and lending-based crowdfunding whose funders can earn
an interest. Therefore, incentive design is a crucial aspect of reward-based crowdfunding
to encourage participation and contribution. Furthermore, competition and incentive
design are not closely related to previous identified success drivers. Nevertheless, there
is a lack of rigorous empirical research on these two factors, not to mention providing
useful recommendations for project founders, business administrators, and e-commerce
specialists. In this study, we aim to fill the gap by investigating the roles competition
and incentive design play in crowdfunding platforms. To be more specific, we intend to
answer the following research question: What are the impacts of key factors concerning
competition and incentive design on the performance of crowdfunding projects?
Using a unique dataset of 209 independent movie projects, we plan to find an answer to
the research question raised above. Our results show that competition and incentive design
are essential factors for crowdfunding success. Specifically, the number of competitors,
competition intensity, number of reward levels, and plan of attending movie festivals
have a significant impact on the performance of crowdfunding projects. We contribute
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to the literature by starting a discussion on the role of these two factors in fast-growing
online crowdfunding. So far little research has focused on these factors. We believe our
results have demonstrated the critical role of competition and incentive design. In addition,
our study offers important managerial insights and operational policies for e-commerce
starters, such as project founders, to develop better strategies to cope with competition,
reward design, and public incentives. The market of online crowdfunding is undergoing
rapid development. By providing project founders with useful managerial insights, we
aim to help them better understand this new funding model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a comprehensive
literature review of relevant research. In Section 3, we develop a set of hypotheses related
to the impact of competition and incentive design on the performance of crowdfunding
projects. In Section 4, we first briefly introduce independent movie crowdfunding and
our data collection. We then test the proposed hypotheses with a unique dataset of
209 crowdfunding projects of independent movies collected from one online crowdfunding
platform (Seed and Spark). We present the results of regression analysis and discuss the
managerial insights based on our empirical analysis. Section 5 presents the theoretical
contributions and practical implications of our study. Section 6 concludes the paper with
future research directions and limitations.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Literature of Crowdfunding
Our study is closely related to two research streams. The first stream is the literature
of crowdfunding. One group of studies lays the emphasis on models of crowdfunding. For
example, Belleflamme et al. compared two models of crowdfunding: Pre-order products or
service or profit sharing (equity) [37]. Their analytical model showed that entrepreneurs
would prefer pre-order products or service in the case that the initial funding demand is
relatively small and would prefer profit sharing otherwise. Cummings et al. analyzed two
models of reward-based crowdfunding: Keep-it-All (KIA) or All-or-Nothing (AON) [12].
They found that small scalable projects prefer KIA model while large non-scalable projects
prefer AON model. In addition, KIA strategy leads to less risk and less return for entrepreneurs. Chemla and Tinn indicated that reward-based crowdfunding can use a real
option to obtain valuable information of consumers’ preference [38]. In a recent study,
Ellman and Hurkens provided an optimal design for both profit maximization and welfare
maximization crowdfunding [39]. Overall, these studies suggest that crowdfunding is a
viable solution for new ventures and entrepreneurs to finance their creative projects. However, their findings do not provide detailed insights into the performance of crowdfunding
projects.
Another group of studies analyzes crowdfunding based on empirical analysis. At the
level of funders, researchers mainly focus on the motivation of crowdfunding backers to
contribute. For example, Cholakova and Clarysse [40] and Gerber and Hui [36] reported
that crowdfunding backers are motivated by the connectedness to the community of
similar interests and desire to help others. Based on a survey of 309 backers of equity
crowdfunding, Bretschneider and Leimeister found that recognition motivation and image
motivation exerted significant impact on participants’ motivation [41]. Additionally, recent
research examines backers’ involvement in projects (prosumerism) [22,42,43]. For example,
Planells analyzed the top 10 most funded gaming projects in Kickstarter and concluded
that conversion from consumers to prosumer-investors brings positive influence [42].
Fanea-Ivanovici investigated eight successful Romanian movie crowdfunding projects and
found that prosumers serve as a key success factor [22]. Current studies also explored
crowdfunding dynamics from the perspective of backers. Block et al. classified new players
in entrepreneurial finance, including crowdfunding backers, based on supply- and demandside factors [44]. Block et al. compared two entrepreneurial finance market segments of the
future: crowdfunding and initial coin offerings [45].
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At the level of crowdfunding project, studies on the drivers of crowdfunding success
can be classified into two types. The first type examines various factors related to features of
crowdfunding projects, while the second type emphasizes features of project founders. For
both types of studies, signaling theory is widely used to identify drivers of crowdfunding
success. Signals of high-quality projects include experience of project founders [14], updates
from crowdfunding founders [15,16], team characteristics and use of media [46], and the
language used to describe the project [17] for the first type, and a larger social network [4,13],
internal and external social capital of project founders [19,20], and social identity [18] for the
second type. Overall, this group of studies provides general strategies related to improving
the success rate of crowdfunding projects based on real data. However, factors such as
competition and incentive design are overlooked in prior studies.
Our study contributes to this line of research by exploring the key factors of competition and incentive design which have not received much attention in previous research. So
far relevant research in this area, especially empirical research, is scarce. Lin et al. used a
probabilistic model to examine the dynamic competition among projects in crowdfunding
markets [30], but their results are based on simulation. To the best of our knowledge, our
research offers, for the first time, a comprehensive empirical analysis to investigate the
impact of competition and incentive design on the performance of crowdfunding projects.
2.2. Literature of Entrepreneurship
The second stream relates to the literature of entrepreneurship. Due to a lack of theory
in crowdfunding competition and incentive design, we build on research of entrepreneurs
who are similar to crowdfunding project founders as they all need to address the needs
for funding. Prior studies found that competition plays an important role in the survival
and development of entrepreneurs [26–29]. For example, Nocke showed that increased
active entrepreneurship will increase competition and therefore decrease the profits, which
will impact entrepreneurs’ strategy of entry and exit [26]. Spulber studied competition
among entrepreneurs in three different stages from initial entry stage to final creative
destruction stage [27]. Based on data of 943 nascent entrepreneurs, Khan et al. found
that perceived competition intensity had an important negative effect on entrepreneurs’
goal commitment and disengagement [29]. Using a questionnaire of 951 small-sized and
medium-sized firms, Hernandez-Carrion, et al. found that competition intensity will reduce
entrepreneurs’ use of resources [28]. In addition, competition exists in offline environments
beyond the crowdfunding platform, during processes such as promotion of crowdfunding
projects [24,32] and converting backers to prosumers of the crowdfunding projects [22,42].
Overall, these studies highlight important competition strategies entrepreneurs use in the
market. Therefore, project founders need to carefully observe the competition environment
and identify applicable strategies such as deciding best timing for entry, growing or exiting
the crowdfunding platforms and how to empower the backers and attract them to become
prosumers.
Prior research examined the competition due to information cascades as well. Parker
suggested that competing crowdfunding projects might lead to information cascades [47].
Vismara also reported this specific effect in equity crowdfunding [48]. He claimed that
when there are information cascades in crowdfunding platforms, the uninformed crowd
will follow investors with public profiles. As a result, many projects (even good projects)
might remain unfunded. Nevertheless, factors related to the competition environment,
such as number of competitors and competition intensity, are overlooked in prior studies.
In the literature of incentive design of entrepreneurship, Glaeser and Shleifer pointed
out that non-for-profit entrepreneurs should use soft incentives to attract contributions for
their projects [34]. Monson et al. developed models for cooperation between employees
and entrepreneurs to study the impact of incentive design on new venture participation [35].
Arping et al. examined public financial support for entrepreneurs using a credit guarantee
approach [33]. Gneezy et al. found that extrinsic incentives such as monetary rewards might
not always work in the long term, such as encouraging participants to make contributions
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to the public good [49]. Mishra and Zachary indicated that entrepreneurs may use the
incentive signal to attract investors for high valuation offers [50]. In general, research in this
literature stream provides useful references in support of the notion that incentive design
plays an important role in attracting funding for entrepreneurs. However, findings in prior
studies on monetary reward might not apply to the setting of reward-based crowdfunding
in which most funders receive only non-monetary rewards. Therefore, project founders
who are eager to improve crowdfunding performance need to carefully consider incentive
design factors such as the number of reward levels, and the funding level of getting the top
reward.
Drawing upon prior research, our study expands the literature into the context of
online crowdfunding platforms in which project founders share similar features to entrepreneurs. While previous studies mainly focus on competition of entrepreneurs for
consumers, our research extends the competition into the early stage of fundraising. We
have specifically examined key features such as the number of competitors and the competition intensity. Please note that while project founders compete with each other, their
projects (independent movies) might not be perfect substitutes due to geographical and
cultural difference [51]. In addition, we incorporate a new dimension of incentive design
by exploring the number of reward levels, the funding getting the top reward and the
plan of attending movie festivals which are understudied but might be closely related to
funders’ contribution behavior.
Our research is also related to studies of online movies in e-commerce literature.
One group of studies mainly focused on the users’ online reviews and ratings on movies.
For example, Dellarocas et al. found that adding information from online reviews helps
increase the forecasting accuracy of movie sales [52]. Peng et al. found that professional
critics’ reviews are more accurate but ordinary consumers’ reviews have more significant
impact [53]. Other related issues in this group include the impact of users’ reviews on
revenue of movies [54], cultural effect in online movie ratings and reviews [55,56], and
information cascade in online movie ratings [57], etc. Another group of studies emphasizes
consumers of online movies. For example, Jang et al. studied consumers’ selection of online
media [58]. Other topics include the impact of recommendation agents on consumers’
online movie shopping [59], the dynamics between consumers’ satisfaction and online
movie revenue [60], etc. Our study complements the existing research by investigating the
project founders’ (movie producers’) strategy of using crowdfunding to finance the movies.
3. Hypothesis Development
Based on related studies on crowdfunding and entrepreneurship, we explore the
key factors of competition and incentive design and their impact on the performance
of crowdfunding projects. Competition plays a significant role in performance of entrepreneurs [26–29]. We argue that a similar effect of competition exists in the context of
crowdfunding platforms because both project founders and entrepreneurs need to seek
early-stage funding from limited resources. Online crowdfunding websites are e-commerce
platforms based on the web 2.0 concept, through which all users conveniently create and exchange information. As mentioned earlier, all projects are open on crowdfunding platforms.
Therefore, the number of competitors becomes an important concern for crowdfunding
project founders. Given the limited resources (funding available) crowdfunding backers
have, it is unlikely that each backer will check and contribute evenly to all available projects.
As a result, the success of one project will presumably lead to the failure of other projects to
reach their funding targets. In other words, competition pressure exists in crowdfunding
platforms. Please note that we have simplified the competition scenario in real business
practice and do not include non-price competition in this research. Prior research found
that a competitive online auction environment will influence bidders’ behavior and auction
prices [61]. A similar relation was also reported in reviewers’ competition behavior for
attention in online e-commerce websites such as Amazon [62]. We suggest a similar case
exists in the online crowdfunding market, and the number of competitors serves as a signal
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of the competitive environment. Generally, a negative relationship is expected between
the number of competitors and the performance of crowdfunding projects. Therefore, we
propose the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1 (H1). Performance of crowdfunding projects is negatively associated with the
number of competitors. The larger the number of competitors is, the lower the performance.
Competition environment is often reflected by another factor: competition intensity.
While the number of competitors gives a general idea of the competition environment,
competition intensity might present useful information of competition as well such as an
effective signal of competition pressure [63]. Existing research shows that competition
intensity has significant impact on entrepreneurs’ use of resources, thus influencing their
economic performance [28] and engagement efforts [29]. High competition intensity might
even discourage entrepreneurs from entering a market [26]. In the context of crowdfunding,
if several projects arrive at the same time on a platform but with relatively lower funding
targets, funders might still contribute to multiple projects in the cases where their budgets
allow. On the contrary, if one project enters the platform with a relatively larger funding
target, other projects will face intense competition and will probably end up with less
support, which renders the factor of competition intensity more salient. We suggest that
higher competition intensity makes fundraising more difficult for crowdfunding project
founders, especially those that are not well-known. Therefore, we propose the following
hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2 (H2). Performance of crowdfunding projects is negatively associated with the
competition intensity. The higher the competition intensity, the lower the performance.
Next, we focus on the incentive design, which becomes a critical task for the project
founders to motivate contribution in online crowdfunding. One key factor of incentive
design is the number of reward levels. In practice, entrepreneurs provide a variety of soft
incentives, such as better quality of products, to attract different donors [34]. For rewardbased crowdfunding projects, funders most often only receive non-monetary rewards [4,36].
We observe that rewards range from social media cry-out, a hat or a T-shirt with the name
of the movie, special IMDB thank credit, and showing the name of the backer at the
end of the movie, etc. The crowdfunding model from [39] shows that multiple reward
levels help the crowd develop effective learning and adaption. In addition, participants
of crowdfunding vary in their evaluation concerning the projects. While some backers
would like to contribute several hundred dollars, others might only be willing to contribute
$20 or $30. We propose that the number of reward levels is critical because it often
influences funders’ contribution decisions. For example, suppose a project founder offers
only three levels of rewards which require backer funding of $10, $100, or $1000. Then
potential funders who might contribute $50 or $60 will only give $10 and those who
might contribute $200 or $300 will only give $100. On the other hand, a larger number of
reward levels is likely to provide more efficient matching of funders and project founders.
Consequently, project founders who offer more reward levels will attract more funders and
higher contribution amounts. Similar findings were reported in the rental market of digital
content [64]. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3 (H3). Performance of crowdfunding project is positively associated with the number
of reward levels. The higher the number of reward levels, the better the performance.
We suggest that crowdfunding project founders need to consider another factor of
incentive design: The contribution level of getting the top reward. Prior research shows
that some backers in non-investment crowdfunding platforms are driven by getting the
reward [13,36,65]. With all rewards of a crowdfunding project listed on the web page,
potential funders naturally want to know how to get the top reward offered, especially
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those who have strong preference for the project. However, a relatively high amount might
lower potential funders’ willingness to get the top reward in the crowdfunding process
in spite of their strong personal liking. In addition, an extremely high amount for the top
reward might raise concerns, such as whether the quality of the crowdfunding project really
matches the target funding or whether it will succeed in the future. Researchers suggest
that low expectation of success discourages participants from entering new ventures [35].
Similar findings were also reported in the study from Shneor and Munim, which shows that
low-sum backers have a significantly lower quality expectation on the project than highsum backers [66]. We often see that the top rewards asking for extremely high contribution
levels such as $10,000 or even higher end up with zero backers. As a result, a crowdfunding
project with a relatively low contribution level for getting the top reward will be more
attractive to potential funders. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 4 (H4). Performance of crowdfunding project is negatively associated with the
contribution level which unlocks the top reward. The higher the contribution level which unlocks
the top reward, the lower the performance.
We also examine the impact of attending independent movies festivals as a type
of incentive on the performance of crowdfunding projects. Prior research showed that
managers can use collective incentives to encourage participants to contribute to collective
beneficial action [67]. Attending movie festivals is a suitable common interest/incentive
for backers’ collective contribution. The theory of community logic also suggests that
crowdfunding backers concede a contribution as a form of cooperative capitalism [68,69].
Fisher et al. claimed that when crowdfunding backers are drawn to invest in the project,
they consider the decision part of their identity and a commitment to the community [68].
Vismara found that restricted investors follow a community logic when they invest in
sustainability-oriented equity crowdfunding [69]. Moreover, participants of online crowdfunding are motivated by multiple incentives other than the rewards offered, such as
recognition motivation and image motivation [41]. On the crowdfunding platform, projects
targeting movie festivals provide an opportunity for participants to build a reputation of
sponsoring high-quality movies, which naturally helps them gain recognition from the
community. Studies reported similar findings in the online knowledge community [70]
and online idea generation platform [71]. Meanwhile, projects which plan to attend movie
festivals often incur additional costs compared with those who do not, such as registration
fees, which naturally increase the perception of funding needed and motivate participants
to make more active contributions. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 5 (H5). Performance of crowdfunding projects which plan to attend movie festivals is
better than those which do not.
Our hypotheses are summarized in the following conceptual model (Figure 1). Investigating the important drivers of better crowdfunding performance raises interesting
theoretical issues. To test these hypotheses, we collected data from an online crowdfunding
platform (Seed and Spark) and conducted multiple regression analysis which is to be
described in the next section.
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effect of social networks in the UK equity crowdfunding market [78]. Wu et al. usedthe
effect of social networks in the UK equity crowdfunding market [78]. Wu et al. used 192
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192 crowdfunding projects to study what factors will attract crowdfunding backers [79].
For each movie project, we collected information from Seed and Spark webpages, which
enables us to calculate the values of the dependent variable, independent variables, and
control variables for our analysis.
4.1.1. Dependent Variable
The dependent variable is the performance of the crowdfunding project, which is
measured as the percentage of the amount of funding raised over the funding target.
Existing research in the literature often uses funding raised [13,78] or the dummy variable
of whether the funding target is reached or not [12,46] as the dependent variable. However,
it will largely be influenced by the funding target. Our approach offers a fine-tuned and
better measure of performance of crowdfunding projects after controlling the funding
target. Moreover, crowdfunding platforms such as Seed and Spark list the percentage on
their websites which is easily observable to both project founders and funders.
4.1.2. Independent Variables
The independent variables include the number of competitors, competition intensity,
the number of reward levels (per thousand dollars), the contribution level of getting the
top reward (in log form), and the dummy variable of attending movie festivals. To test
Hypothesis 1, we compute the number of competing crowdfunding projects entering the
platform on the same day. For example, if there are five projects displayed on the same
day, the number of competitors is four. Since Seed and Spark displays projects every day,
strong competition exists among movies displayed on the same day. We also tried other
time lengths such as one week and the results are similar. To test hypotheses 2, we define
competition intensity as the total target funding of all competitors over the average target
funding of all projects. For example, suppose the average target funding is $10,000. If there
are five projects displayed on the same day, and the total target funding for the other four
projects is $43,000, then the competition intensity for this movie is 4.3.
To test Hypothesis 3, we compute the number of reward levels (per thousand-dollar
funding target) to control the impact of different funding targets. For example, if one project
with funding target $5000 offers rewards for six donation levels $10, $20, $50, $100, $500,
and $1000, then the number of reward levels (per thousand-dollar funding target) is 1.2. To
test Hypothesis 4, we take the log form of the contribution level of getting the top reward
to control the expansion effect. This is a commonly used technique when few records have
high values while many others have very low values [64]. This is also consistent with our
preliminary observation. To test Hypothesis 5, we use the dummy variable D_Fes which
equals one if this independent movie plans to attend movie festivals, and zero otherwise.
4.1.3. Control Variables
Additionally, we collect a list of control variables both at the movie level and at the
movie producer level. Consistent with the literature, we include movie features such as
the duration of the crowdfunding project [13], the number of production team members
with a brief introduction [80], and the number of followers in the social network of the
independent movie on platforms such as Facebook and Instagram (in log form) [81]. To
control the theme of the movies, we classify the movies into three types: drama, comedy,
and others. We also created two new dummy variables. D_Drama equals one if the type
of the movie is drama and zero otherwise. Similarly, D_Comedy equals one if the type
of the movie is comedy and zero otherwise. At the movie producer level, we include the
producer’s experience in terms of the number of previous projects [14] and two dummy
variables to control the gender [25,82] and the location of the producer [24,83]. For example,
D_Fem equals one if the producer of the movie is female, and zero otherwise. Similarly,
D_CA equals one when the producer of the movie is from the state of California which is
well-known for its movie industry, and zero otherwise. Please see Table 1 below for the
summary statistics of the collected data.
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Table 1. Summary Statistics.
Variable

Definition

Min

Average

Max

Standard
Deviation

No_Comp

Number of competitors

0

2.517

6

1.853

Comp_Int

Competition intensity

0

0.872

7.442

0.809

Level_Rew

Number of reward levels (per $1000 of funding target)

0.11

1.170

6.154

0.888

Log_TopRew

Log of the contribution level of getting the top reward

4.065

7.575

11.513

1.057

D_Fes

Dummy variable: 1 for attending movie festival,
0 otherwise

0

0.368

1

0.484

Duration

Number of days of the project in the platform

15

32.928

60

6.049

Team

Number of team members with brief introduction

2

6.254

20

3.446

Log_No_Fol

Log of the number of followers in social network

2.197

5.801

9.622

1.180

D_Drama

Dummy variable: 1 for movie with drama theme,
0 otherwise

0

0.292

1

0.456

D_Comedy

Dummy variable: 1 for movie with comedy theme,
0 otherwise

0

0.368

1

0.484

PreProj

Number of previous crowdfunding projects

0

0.158

3

0.469

D_Fem

Dummy variable: 1 for female producer, 0 otherwise

0

0.574

1

0.496

D_CA

Dummy variable: 1 for producer from California,
0 otherwise

0

0.421

1

0.495

4.2. Empirical Model
We use the linear regression model to test our hypotheses because it is a straightforward approach and widely used in the literature [13,21,78]. Some previous studies adopt
a Probit or Logit model when they use a dummy dependent variable to measure crowdfunding success (the dummy variable equals one if the target funding is achieved, zero
otherwise) [12,46]. Since our dependent variable is the percentage of the target funding
raised, we consider the regression model an appropriate method. Our regression model is
as follows:
Performance = β0 + β1*No_Comp + β2*Comp_Int + β3*Level_Rew + β4*Log_TopRew + β5*D_Fes + Control + ε
We have checked the correlation values among those independent variables and
control variables used in our model. Table 2 below presents the correlation matrix of
independent and control variables. We find that most correlation values are small (<0.23).
The only two correlations with absolute value larger than 0.23 are the correlation between
two dummy variables D_Drama and D_Comedy (−0.49) and the correlation between the
number of reward levels and the log form of the funding amount of getting the top reward
(−0.51). We have seen similar absolute values or higher absolute values of correlation
in many studies in our reference [12,18,20,21]. Overall, our results show that there is no
extremely high value that implies too close a relationship.
Additionally, we applied Variance inflation factors (VIF) to check the multicollinearity
between independent variables for any undesired effects on the regression results. Since
all VIF values are less than 2.0, multicollinearity is not an issue here [13,84].
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Table 2. Correlation matrix of variables.
1

2

3

1. No_Comp

1

2. Comp_Int

0.12 *

1

3. Level_Rew

0.03

0.04

1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

−0.01

0.00

−0.51 ***

1

5. D_Fes

0.05

−0.07

0.03

0.13 *

1

6. Team

0.00

0.03

0.15 **

0.03

−0.05

1

7. Log_No_Fol

0.03

−0.04

−0.13 *

0.17 **

−0.03

0.02

1

8. Duration

0.07

0.00

−0.08

0.06

0.04

−0.05

−0.00

1

9. D_Drama

0.08

−0.09

0.12 *

−0.13 *

0.10

0.02

0.01

−0.04

1

10. D_Comedy

−0.09

0.11 *

-0.07

0.02

−0.07

−0.06

−0.02

−0.01

−0.49 ***

1

11. PreProj

−0.02

−0.07

0.06

−0.02

−0.02

0.22 ***

−0.03

−0.04

0.03

−0.09

1

12. D_Fem

−0.06

0.05

0.04

−0.05

−0.04

−0.11

−0.06

−0.06

0.00

0.16 **

−0.06

1

13. D_CA

0.06

0.02

−0.15 **

0.14 **

0.11

−0.06

−0.15 **

−0.00

0.10

0.03

−0.02

0.05

4. Log_TopRew

Notes: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

13

1
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4.3. Results
Our analysis provides comprehensive tests of the impact of factors of competition and
incentive design on the performance of crowdfunding projects. To assess the robustness of
the hypotheses, we have conducted regression analysis of four models with varying sets of
control variables. In Model 1, we only include the five independent variables: the number
of competitors, competition intensity, the number of reward levels (per thousand-dollar
funding target), log form of the contribution level of getting the top reward, and the dummy
variable of attending movie festivals. In Model 2, we include the five independent variables
together with control variables related to movie features: the crowdfunding duration of
the project, the number of team members with brief description, log form of the number
of followers of the movie in social networks such as Facebook and Instagram and the
two dummy variables to control the theme of movie. In Model 3, we include the five
independent variables together with control variables of movie producer level: the number
of previous projects, the two dummy variables to control the gender and the location of
the movie producer. In Model 4, we include the five independent variables together with
control variables of both movie level and movie producer level. Table 3 below summarizes
the results of our multiple regression analysis.
Table 3. Summary of regression analysis (Standard errors in the parentheses) N = 209.
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Intercept

101.187
(10.677) ***

115.227
(13.218) ***

91.717
(10.699) ***

107.643
(13.356) ***

No_Comp

−1.605
(0.621) *

−1.459
(0.624) *

−1.552
(0.617) *

−1.422
(0.622) *

Comp_Int

−3.049
(1.425) *

−3.267
(1.434) *

−3.033
(1.417) *

−3.238
(1.428) *

Level_Rew

3.656
(1.499) *

3.188
(1.528) *

3.528
(1.498) *

3.113
(1.528) *

Log_TopRew

−0.254
(1.268)

−0.468
(1.292)

−0.304
(1.259)

−0.536
(1.287)

D_Fes

7.901
(2.401) **

8.480
(2.415) ***

7.988
(2.394) ***

8.586
(2.414) ***

Duration

−0.320
(0.178)

−0.290
(0.178)

Team

0.425
(0.337)

0.388
(0.344)

Log_No_Fol

−0.571
(0.981)

−0.325
(0.992)

D_Drama

−3.216
(2.906)

−3.434
(2.908)

D_Comedy

−0.352
(2.718)

−0.843
(2.742)

PreProj

4.543
(2.420)

3.797
(2.480)

D_Fem

4.023
(2.297)

4.201
(2.344)

D_CA

1.880
(2.236)

1.478
(2.385)

0.1339

0.1360

Adjusted
R-square

0.1166

Notes: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05.

0.1233
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We first examine the impact of competition. Regarding the number of competitors,
we find that this factor does significantly and negatively influence the performance of
crowdfunding projects (p < 0.05 in all four models). Therefore, H1 is supported. This finding
implies that the number of competitors should be considered as a key component of project
founders’ strategy. With limited resources (funding available) in crowdfunding platforms,
one project raising more funding often means other projects may end up with less. Khelil
regarded competition as an important factor in the profile of failed entrepreneurs [85].
Boone found that the number of competitors can be the proxy of the competition pressure
in the market [63]. Project founders need to figure out the best timing to display their
projects to maximize the amount of raised funding. A higher number of competitors will
motivate funders to decrease the contribution amount to multiple competing projects, thus
influencing the performance of the projects. For the platform such as Seed and Spark, a
recommendation from this finding is that they can highlight the number of competitors
every day on their websites.
We also find evidence which shows that competition intensity is a key driver for the
performance of crowdfunding projects (p < 0.05 for all four models). The more intense
competition pressure is on the platform, the lower the percentage of the funding target
that will be raised. It offers support for H2. Our finding implies that competition intensity
can be a critical feature of the competition environment for the project founders. Since
the funding target of each project each day is easily observed on platforms like Seed and
Spark, higher competition intensity appears to signal bad timing of entry and significantly
influences funders’ willingness to contribute. Agrawal et al. also reported that timing is an
important factor for funders’ investment decision [24]. Therefore, project founders need to
incorporate competition intensity in their crowdfunding strategy to ultimately enhance
the chance of crowdfunding success. In case information on competition intensity is not
available, project founders can estimate it with the help of historical data to get a better idea
of competition on the platforms. Seed and Spark might also consider providing information
of competition intensity to help founders and funders who favor an environment with less
intense competition.
Next, we examine project founders’ strategy of incentive design including the number
of reward levels, the contribution level of getting the top reward, and the plan of attending
movie festivals. We first check the impact of the number of reward levels. Our results in
all four models show that a higher number of reward levels (per $1000 funding target)
will bring significantly better performance of crowdfunding projects (p < 0.05 for all
four models). It offers support for H3. This finding demonstrates the important role of
the number of reward levels in project founders’ strategy of reward structure, which is
consistent with the optimal design for welfare maximization crowdfunding [39]. When a
crowdfunding project provides more levels of rewards, it will provide a better mechanism
to satisfy a wider variety of funders’ valuation and preference on different movies, which
encourages contribution behavior. Our results suggest that project founders might think
about adding reward levels to encourage more backers to support their projects.
Regarding the contribution level of getting the top reward, we have seen negative,
though not significant, impact in all four models. While the direction of the coefficient
is consistent with our Hypothesis, the strength is not. Therefore, H4 is not supported.
There may be several reasons for this result. One possibility is that most funders are not
interested in the top reward, especially rewards with extremely high contribution levels
beyond their budgets. Another possible explanation is that some rewards are similar to the
top reward in terms of reward type and description, which reduced the attraction to the
funders. For example, we observed that some movie crowdfunding projects in Seed and
Spark use similar description for multiple reward levels such as silver, gold, and platinum
sponsorship and the top reward (prime sponsorship). A similar finding is reported that
contribution level requirements will decrease the success rate in online crowdfunding [4,81].
A recommendation from this finding is that crowdfunding founders might highlight the
top rewards to differentiate it from other rewards.
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Next, we analyze the impact of attending movie festivals. Evidence is found that
movie festival effect exerts a significant and positive influence on the performance of
crowdfunding projects in all four models (p < 0.001), so H5 is supported. This finding
suggests that movie festivals do attract funders who want to support on the base of common
interest and build their reputation on the crowdfunding platform. As a result, more funders
will participate as a way to support this project. This is consistent with the finding of the
relationship between public incentive and co-funding entrepreneurial projects [33]. In
addition, this finding shows that crowdfunding project founders’ positive signal of movie
creativity and quality (attending movie festivals) help increase the funding perception for
that project [86]. Overall, our results have given consistent and significant support to most
of the proposed hypotheses. We summarize the results of Hypothesis testing in Table 4.
Table 4. Summary of hypotheses testing results.
Hypothesis

Support?

H1. Performance of crowdfunding projects is negatively associated with the number of
competitors. The larger the number of competitors is, the lower the performance.

Yes

H2. Performance of crowdfunding projects is negatively associated with the
competition intensity level. The higher the competition intensity level, the lower the
performance.

Yes

H3. Performance of crowdfunding projects is positively associated with the number of
reward level. The higher the number of reward levels, the better the performance.

Yes

H4. Performance of crowdfunding projects is negatively associated with the donation
level which unlocks the top reward. The higher the contribution level which unlocks
the top reward, the lower the performance.

No

H5. Performance of crowdfunding projects which plan to attend movie festivals is
better than those who do not.

Yes

5. Theoretical Contributions and Practical Implications
Our study complements prior research in the following three aspects. First, our
research enriches the e-commerce literature by extending the analysis of crowdfunding
success into competition which is an understudied factor that captures the interaction
among crowdfunding projects. Despite the growing interest in identifying factors that
influence crowdfunding success, existing research mainly focuses on signaling theory and
seeks signals of high quality of projects [4,13–15,17,19,20,46,81]. Features of competition
among crowdfunding projects have not received much attention. This study, different
from most previous research in this area, aims to address this void by exploring the role of
competition in the performance of crowdfunding projects. While previous studies mainly
focus on competition due to information cascades and competition of entrepreneurs for
consumers in the market, our research extends the competition into the early stage of
fundraising in which project founders compete for limited resources (funding) to finance
their projects. Our results have confirmed an important belief that competition environment
appears to be a critical determinant for performance of crowdfunding projects. We expect
to see more researchers follow our study. Our findings can be applied to a broad range of
online platforms in e-commerce on which project founders compete for limited resources
such as funding, attention, non-monetary contribution, etc.
Second, knowing the role of incentive design is significant for both e-commerce
researchers and project founders, our research enhances the current understanding of
performance of crowdfunding projects by making specific assessments of the impact of
project founders’ strategy of incentive design. Previous research of reward structure often
focuses on extrinsic rewards versus intrinsic rewards. However, many prior findings
related to monetary rewards do not apply to reward-based crowdfunding because funders
usually receive only non-monetary rewards. This is one of the first attempts to analyze the
impact of previously overlooked design features such as the number of reward levels, the
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contribution level of getting the top reward, and public incentives such as attending movie
festivals. Our results show the important role of the number of reward levels and the effect
of attending movie festivals, which implies the need to expand research on the features of
incentive design. Other researchers can start looking at other important but understudied
factors of incentive design which will aid project founders on the crowdfunding platform.
Third, we add value to the literature of online movies in e-commerce with the new
research direction of crowdfunding. The extant research on online movies usually deals
with research questions after the movie is produced such as impact of online reviews on
movie revenue [52,54] and online movie piracy [58]. However, fundraising has been a
critical challenge for the movie industry, especially for independent movies [72]. Our
research provides movie producers with deep and rich insights and helps them make better
choices in the environment of crowdfunding in which they engage. This study expands
prior research and builds a foundation for future research in this area.
Overall, our research contributes to the e-commerce literature by exploring an overlooked dimension of competition in crowdfunding, adding new features of incentive design
as success drivers, and bringing new topics in studies of online movies. Our findings justify
the need for continuous research, both theoretically and empirically, into the impact of key
factors of competition and incentive design on crowdfunding success.
In addition, our research provides practical implications for e-business starters such
as crowdfunding project founders and e-commerce administrators, such as managers of
crowdfunding platforms, in the following three aspects. First, our study shows that project
founders need to take the competition environment into consideration when they introduce
their projects. From a practical standpoint, it is important for them to understand the nature
of competition on the platforms where they want to secure early-stage funding. Based
on our findings, they might choose to avoid the days when a large number of competing
projects display on the platforms or when the competition intensity is extremely high. As
for the crowdfunding platforms such as Seed and Spark, they can design better services
for information exposure of competition to project founders and backers. For example,
they can provide the number of competing projects and an index of competition intensity
on the homepage of their websites. Other possible tactics include giving tips related
to competition to project founders who first join the platform, answering their related
questions, providing the service of checking historical data of competition, etc.
Second, our results show that project founders’ better design of rewards will be
beneficial. For example, the number of reward levels appears to be an important driver
of better project performance. A corresponding recommendation of our finding is that
project founders might consider adding reward levels and displaying them more clearly
and efficiently on the crowdfunding platform. This can be an effective way to satisfy
funders’ varied evaluation and encourage contribution. Interestingly, the contribution
level of getting the top reward does not show a significant impact although it does have a
negative impact. For project founders who want to actively engage participants to donate
for the top reward in their projects, they may need to consider strategies to make the
top reward more attractive. For example, they may consider revising the description to
emphasize the value of the top reward. For the crowdfunding platforms such as Seed
and Spark, our recommendation is to provide project founders with guidelines of reward
design to help them better prepare their projects.
Third, our analysis finds that attending movie festivals has a positive and significant
impact on project performance. This finding implies that non-reward incentives such
as setting a specific public goal helps attract funders and justify the funding target. A
corresponding recommendation is that project founders might consider highlighting the
plans of attending movie festivals in their introduction to promote their projects for more
contributions. Project founders also need to carefully design their crowdfunding appeals
such as attending movie festivals and create connection ties between their projects and
the community of funders [68]. As for the crowdfunding platforms, our results suggest
that they can integrate more detailed information of movie festivals and other important
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events in the industry. They may also consider providing the community of participants
(both project founders and backers) with better social media discussion on movie festivals.
Moreover, we find interestingly that some control variables such as project founders’
experience and social capital that are considered signals of quality of crowdfunding projects
do not show positive significant impact in our analysis.
Meanwhile, we acknowledge that significant heterogeneity exists among different
crowdfunding platforms [25]. Therefore, we need to be cautious when applying our
findings to crowdfunding projects of other platforms and industries to avoid potential bias,
as suggested by previous studies of crowdfunding success [25,66,80].
6. Conclusions
This study is inspired by the growing popularity of online crowdfunding, a new way
for new ventures to seek funding to bring their creative ideas to life. While establishing a
project is relatively easy on crowdfunding platforms, it is fairly challenging to reach the
funding target in the end [4,11]. This challenge motivates project founders to identify key
drivers of successful projects. Literature of entrepreneurship suggests that competition
and incentive design can be critical factors for entrepreneurs to succeed [23,28,29,33,49,50].
Nevertheless, these factors are understudied in the extant research on crowdfunding.
Our research is a pioneer study to shed light on whether factors of competition and
incentive design contribute to the success of crowdfunding projects. Using a unique dataset
of 209 crowdfunding projects of independent movies, we are able to carry out a set of
regression analyses to test our model.
Our main findings are as follows. First, our empirical analysis suggests that competition (including both the number of competitors and competition intensity) has a significant
impact on the performance of crowdfunding projects. The higher competition pressure
is, the lower performance crowdfunding projects will be. Second, the number of reward
levels contributes to better performance of crowdfunding projects, but the contribution
level of getting the top reward does not exert significant impact. Third, attending movie
festivals seems to motivate participants’ contribution, leading to better performance of
projects. Overall, the results from our empirical analysis are consistent with most of our
proposed hypotheses.
Our research has a few limitations. First, we have focused on crowdfunding projects
of independent movies because the features of independent movie industry make it a
suitable setting for our research analysis. However, our dataset is relatively small with
209 crowdfunding projects from one platform (Seed and Spark). While our findings provide
useful insights, we do acknowledge that they might be somewhat constrained in terms
of generalizability beyond type and the platform of crowdfunding projects. Crowdfunding project founders and backers might have different strategies and behavior on other
platforms. Therefore, caution should be taken on potential bias when applying our results
across crowdfunding industry and platforms. Second, our analysis assumes that the major
resource of funding is from this specific crowdfunding platform (Seed and Spark). We have
not considered the possibility of project founders obtaining funding from other resources,
which might involve a change of strategies. Finally, our data collection is limited to the
level of funders from the crowdfunding platform. For example, we cannot see the funding
amount of each backer in Seed and Spark. If the contribution amounts of funders are
available to the public, we can expand our dataset in our future studies.
Future research can be extended in the following ways. First, researchers might
consider carrying out a cross-type (independent movies and other types of projects such as
technology) and cross-platform (small platforms and large platforms such as Kickstarter or
Indiegogo) study. They can compare the impact of competition and incentive design on
crowdfunding success in those different settings. Online crowdfunding is still in the nascent
state. This type of study will strengthen the findings and investigate the role of contextual
factors, which can be an interesting extension of our research. Second, as mentioned
earlier in the paper, prior studies show that there are two major models for crowdfunding:
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Keep-It-All and All-Or-Nothing. It will be interesting for future research to explore how
different models impact crowdfunding founders’ strategies of competition and incentive
design. Third, future research can investigate incentive design of crowdfunding projects
with different types of rewards such as monetary rewards versus affective value rewards.
Researchers might also examine the moderating effect of control variables such as funding
target and entrepreneur experience. Lastly, future research can consider further exploring
competition and incentive design of crowdfunding projects on equity crowdfunding or
peer-to-peer lending platforms, which will enhance our understanding of the dynamics of
crowdfunding.
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